HTML Review Notes
Madison,
Great work setting up the html framework. I’m truly amazed by how this is coming to life. Here
are a couple of small things that I noticed reviewing the site.
•

Content: Though the current minimalistic design layout works, please find some images
to complement the text elements to make the site more interesting to browse through.

•

Nav Bar Design: The placement of the sub-site links seems a bit out of place when in
full window view. Please consider making the following changes as you see fit.
o Making it vertically centered relative to the nav bar
o Using slightly bigger font size
o Placing the navigation tabs to the right more (something like “float: right” with
appropriate margin would work).

•

History Timeline:
o Please feel free to omit or truncate the less important timeline info, as the current
timeline seems a bit too long.
o Please also considering utilizing the white space to the right, perhaps adding
photo elements there or centering the timeline design, or both would help to solve
the problem.
o When viewing in smaller window size, the timeline seems to be overlapping with
each other. Please consider using responsive design.

•

Home Page
o I think the home page can benefit a lot from using responsive/animating design
elements. Please consider adding navigational functions to the “KODAK” text
elements on the home page(if clicked, smooth scroll to the company intro).
o The placement of the nav bar seem a bit awkward to use. Explore other
placements like the top right corner as you see fit. A slightly bigger font size
would also help. Here’s just another thought, if you have time to explore, organize
the elements on the home page and place it in a way that would resemble the
classic kodak camera/ logo.
o Please consider utilizing the hover effect to decorate the navigation links and
other home page elements.

Please feel free to reach me at bcui@wustl.edu!
Brian Cui

